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	Title: Ice, Ice, Baby
	School: Hi-Plains, Seibert Co
	Sponsor: Kayla Daniel
	Abstract: The purpose of this project was to find an alternative to Ice Melt which is harmful if ingested, and I wanted a safer way to walk to my car while keeping my animals safe.  
I hypothesized that table salt would melt the most, because it has so much sodium.My hypothesis was proven correct, table salt had melted a significant amount of ice.
My hypothesis was correct. Table salt melted the most because, it has the most sodium.
I made ice in rectangular dishes, then I spread salt all over one of the dishes. After 30 minutes I poured out the melted ice into a graduated cylinder to see how much ice has melted.
The results I found were that table salt melted the most, then iodized melted less, and Epsom barely melted anything at all.
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